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ABSTRACT 

This report presents the results of a national study of the imp3ct 

of collective bargaining, the availability of interest arbitration, and 

the use of arbitration upon police salaries, fringe benefits, and union 

contract provisions, and upon police dep3rtrnent anployment, reported 

crime rates, and clearance rates during the 1971-81 period. The researchers 

found that both collective bargaining and the availability of interest 

arbitration are clearly associated with higher salaries, higher fringe 

benefits, and contracts which are more favorable to the union. However, 

the results are somewhat less clear about whether bargaining and especially 

arbitration actually caused these higher salaries, fringes, and more 

favorable contracts. The results do show that, cont.rolling for the 

availability of arbitration, the actual use of arbitration does not lead 

to any long term union (or anployer) advantage comp3red to those unions 

(or employers) who did not l~e the procedure. The evidence also indicates 

that, after controlling for other influences, bargaining is associated 

with the employment of fewer sworn officers and more civilians in police 

dep3rbments but that arbitration has exactly the opposite effect (more 

officers and fewer civilians). In addition, bargaining is associated 

with lower reported crime rates, but this association disappears in 

arbitration states. Further, both bargaining and arbitration are 

asscciated with higher levels of total police department expenditures. 

However, as with the other findings, the results are less clear about 

whether bargaining and arbitration actually caused these changes in 

employment levels, crime rates, and total expenditur.es. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUcrION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Managers usually hate it, unions usually love it, arbitrators (am 

arbitration researchers) naturally benefit from it, and the public knows 

little about it. "It," of course, is the compulsory arbitration of 

negotiating disputes between public empl.oyers and public employee unions. 

COmpulsory arbitration is seldom used in private industry, but it has 

been widely adopted in the publ ic sector. As a resul t, the absence or 

presence of this dispute resolution technique is one of the most sub-
I 

stantial differences between private and" public sector labor relations. 

However, research about arbitration has lagged behind practice with it, 

and thus we have relatively limited systematic knowledge of interest 

arbi tration' s impacts. In this report we attempt to (partly) remedy 

this information gap by analyzing some of arbitration's impacts on the 

police service. Because our report is rather long, we use this opening 

chapter to provide an executive summary of our research methods and 

findings. 

BACKGROUND 

Before we summarize, though, we need to describe compulsory arbi

tration's place in American labor relations. Compulsory interest 

arbi tration seeks to provide "labor peace" between unions and employers 

by substituting a quasi-judicial examination and resolution of disputed 

negotiating issues by a neutral third party in place of the strikes (and . . 
strike threats) which are frequently used to settle negotiating disputes. 

Instead of the strike vote and picket line, arbitration's r~llmarks are 

the hearing room and written award. 

i ' 
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Pri vate Sector 

Interest arbitration has been available for the resolution of 

negotiating disputes ever since the nineteenth century, but it became 

widely known primarily during World War II. Since then, compulsory 

interest arbitration has been the source of a considerable divergence of 

opinion in the American labor relations community and especially among 

u.S. unions. On the one hand, private sector unionists and managers 

have been unalterably opposed to compulsory arbitration, primarily 

because it would involve the government determination of the terms and 

conditions of employment which unions and employers have been free to 

decide for themselves (Northrup, 1966; Phelps, 1964). There is con

siderable private sector support for voluntary interest arbitration 

(Stieber, 1970), for these voluntary arrangements -- such as the now

expired Experimental Negotiating Agreement in the steel industry -

reflect the mutual decisions of unions and employers to replace a strike 

threat negotiating system with a quasi-judicial arbitration threat 

system (though relatively few unions and employers have done so). 

Further, voluntary arbitration agreements continue only as long as the 

parties want them to continue. However, this willingness to consider 

the voluntary use of arbitr.ation has not eroded the longstanding private 

sector opposition to compulsory arbitration. 

Public Sector 

On the other hand, the public sector has been the scene of con

siderable experimentation with compulsory interest arbitration. Wyaning 

passed a firefighters arbitration law in 1965; since then, at least 21 
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more states passed compulsory arbitration laws of one kind or another 

(however, three of these laws -- in Massachusetts, South Dakota, and 

Utah -- are no longer on the books). Although a few of ti1ese laws apply 

to several public enp10yee groups (Connecticut, Iowa, NE>.braska, Wisconsin) , 

most apply either only to firefighters (Hawaii, Montana, Nevada, wyoming) 

or to firefighters and police officers (Alaska, Maine, Massachusetts, 

Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode 

Island, Washington). This experimentation is continuing; as this report 

was being written in 1983, Ohio imp1enented a compulsory arbitration 

statute covering police officers and firefighters. 1hese laws have been 

implemented because the unions of the covered enp10yees have lobbied 

vigorously and skillfully in their state legislatures and governors' 

chambers. In addition, most of this pro-arbitration lobbying has been 

done in the face of considerable anti-arbitration lobbying by municipal 

managenent groups. 

Public enp10yee unions have pre sse:! for these arbitration laws for 

two key reasons. First, without the legal right to strike, they see 

themselves as being on the short end of a bargaining power :imbalance 

when negotiating with management. They perceive that a compulsory 

arbitration arrangenent would eliminate this power :imbalance and enable 

them to si t at the negotiating table in a posi tion of equal strength 

with managanent (i.e., they believe they can get more with arbitrat:ion 

available than without it). Second, public enp10yee unions long have 

recognized that they can mount illegal strikes. Yet. they also have 

recognize:! that these strikes, especially in the public safety services, 

can be risky: although these strikes may generate lots of pressure to 

4 

settle the dispute on favorable (to the union) terms, these strikes also 

may create considerable ill will which public officials can use against 

the unions. However, an arbitration proce:!ure e1Uninates the need to 

mount a strike, and thus arbitration provides a mechanism to obtain 

satisfactory terms without the uncertainty and downside risk that a 

strike entails. 

Constitutionality. Ever since the. first public sector arbitration 

law was passed, practi tioners, pol icy makers, and scholars have been 

debating whether such laws are constitutionally permissible within the 

American form of representative democracy. These debates tend to have a 

highly normative flavor, as the partisans on both sides of the arbitration 

fence argue strongly about whether or not compulsory interest arbitration 

should exist (for one example, see the exchange of views in Horton, 

1975; Kris1ov, 1977; and Horton, 1977). The front line in t~is debate 

consists of the courtrooms in state courts around the c~untry where the 

constitutionality of these arbitration statutes has been litigated. 

Table I-l presents a list of constitutional challenge cases decided 

in the appellate courts of 18 states (usually by the state's highest 

court). This table specifies the state, the case, whether or not the 

arbitration law was found constitutional, and the arguments raised 

against these laws. Because most legal challenges to arbitration 

statutes involve some sort of illegal delegation of legislative authority 

reasoning, we listed numerous specific arguments in addition to "illegal 

delegation" (see Grodin (1979) for a more detailed discussion of some of 

these arguments). There are a few lower court decisions which currently 

are working their way up the appellate ladder, and there are a few 
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states which have not yet had their arbitration laws judicially tested, 

but the information in this table represents the constitutional status 

of state arbitration laws as of June 1983.* 

The information in Table I-I indicates that a properly drafted state 

arbitration law will pass constitutional muster with little difficulty. 

Fourteen of these 18 statutes have been upheld, three have been struck 

down, and one law is in effect but in a sort of constitutional lllribo 

(Connecticut). We emphasize state laws because local arbitration laws 

have fared less well when judicially reviewed. Courts in california, 

Colorado, Kentucky, and Maryland have declared particular local arbitration 

laws to be unconstitutional, although courts in california, New York, 

and Texas have allowed other local arbitration arrangements to stand 

(i.e., in california, charter (or home rule) cities apparently can adopt 

arbitration but general law cities cannot). It appears, then, that 

state appellate courts are generally willing to defer to a state legisla-

ture's decision to delegate decision-making authority to arbitrators, 

but they are much less deferential to local decisions to install arbitra-

tiona 

The Table I-I listing of a lopsided constitutional batting average 

in favor of state arbitration laws indicates that the threshold issue of 

arbitration's compatibility with the American form of government has 

been ra~~er decisively answered in the affirmative. This conclusion is 

reinforced by the fact that no state arbitration law has ever been 

directly repealed (although the Massachusetts statute was indirectly 
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repealed in November 1980 by being attached to an enormously popular 

property tax llinitation referendum measure). Accordingly, we believe 

that normative assessments ~f arbitration are no longer usefully made on 

the basis of constitutional issues. Instead, as others have noted (A. 

Anderson, 1981), they are more appropriately made on the basis of how 

well or poorly arbitration works in practice. Expressed another way, 

conclusions about the costs and benefits of arbitration are more usefully 

based '')n how the procedure affects public enployees, public managers, 

and the public than on how the form of arbitration continues to comport 

with ever more refined legal abstractions. 

Previous research. The role of the strike in collective bargaining 

has contributed to the primary research focus upon compulsory arbitration 

which has occurred to date: wha t impact has compulsory arbitration had 

on union and management bargaining incentives? Labor relations observers 

have theorized that because the costs of using arbitration are so low 

(compared to the costs of striking) arbitration may have a "chilling 

effect" on the parties' incentives to negotiate, and over time it may 

have a "narcotic effect" as the unions arx:1 enployers adopt it as a 
. 

habit-forming method of resolving their disagreements. Accordingly, 

during the past ten or so years labor relations scholars have performed 

a compardtively large amount of research on arbitration's influence on 

the public sector negotiating process. 

In contrast, there have been relatively fewer investigations of 

arbitration's influence upon the terms of the enployment relationship 

between the public enployers and enployees covered by arbitration 

procedures. Taken together, these studies indicate that the availability 

~------- -~--
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of arbitration enables public enployee unions to secure moderately 

higher wages, but that the actual use of arbitration procedures (measured 

by the issuance of arbitration awards) produces no net wage advantage 

(i.e., there is no statistically signficant diffe~ence between arbitrated 

and negotiated wage settlenents in the same jurisdiction) • 

These impact studies provide us with useful information about 

arbitration, but the generalizability of each study's findings is 

limited. In addition, none of these studies attempted to examine any 

service delivery influences that arbitr.ation might have. Consequently, 

we simply do not know how arbitration might have affected a wide range 

of employment and service delivery conditions across a large sample of 

cities over a long period of time. 

In our research, we have attempted to overcome some of the limitations 

of these earlier studies by performing an extensive and intensive 

examination of how arbitration has affected police officers, police 

unions, and municipal managers. In the next section we describe our 

research effort. 

THE RESEARCH EE'FOR'l' 

Research Objectives 

In keeping with the interests of the National Institute of Justice 

(National Institute of Justice, 1981) and the desires of the researchers 

(Feui1le and Hendricks, 1981), our primary objective has been to isolate 

what impact, if any, compulsory interest arbitration has had on a 

variety of police enp10yment conditions. These enployment conditions, 
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or outcomes variables, include salaries, fringe benefits, a wide variety 

of work rules, police anp10yment levels, reported crimes, and crimes 

cleared by arrests (clearances). In an attempt to fully analyze arbitra

tion's possible impacts, we have collected data for the 1971-81 period, 

and in particular we have emphasized the 1975-80 period. As a result, 

we have been able to perform longitudinal as well as cross-sectional 

analyses. 

Bargaining vs. arbitration. In our analyses, one key objective has 

been to differentiate be~~n any impacts that police unionism or 

collective bargaining has had versus any impacts that arbitration has 

had. SOme previous research on police unionism (usually dealing with 

the unions' impacts on wages; see Bartel and Lewin, 1981; victor, 1980) 

has differentiated only between union and nonunion police departments 

(usually measured by the presence or absence of a collective bargaining 

agreement). To the extent that some of the unionized cities exist in 

states with interest arbitration'laws, and to the extent that arbitration 

has h;td an impact on such things as police wages, this research may have 

overestimated the impact that police collective bargaining by itself has 

had. As a result, we have taken care to differentiate among cities 

where police are nonunion and do not bargain at all, are unionized and 

bargain but without access to arbitration, am are unionized and bargain 

with guaranteed access to arbitration. 

Arbitrat.i.on availability vs. arbitration use. Most of the existing 

research on arbitration has focussed either on the impact of arbitration's 

availability (Delaney and Feui11e, 1983; Kochan and Wheeler, 1975; 

Olson, 1980) or on the impact of actually using arbitration (Ashenfelter 
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and Bloom, 1983; Bloom, 1981; Kochan, et. a1., 1979; stern, et. a1., 

1975; Somers, 1977). In contrast, very few studies have attempted to 

simultaneously measure the impact of arbitration's availability and use 

(Delaney, 1983a, 1983b). This dual measurement is crucial, however, for 

arbitration's availability may have different effects from the actual 

use of arbitration (Kochan, eta a1., 1979). In fact, there are theoretical 

and empirical reasons to expect that, within an arbitration state, 

arbitrated outcomes will not differ from negotiated outcomes (Farber and 

Katz, 1979; Bloom, 1981). However, the mere existence of an arbitration 

procedure may have an impact on police employment conditions. As a 

result, we have taken great care to separately measure the availability 

and use of arbitration. 

Our analyses, then, are designed to isolate and measure the separate 

impacts tilat collective bargaining, the availability of arbitration, and 

the use of arbitration have had upon a variety of police characteristics. 

These objectives can be seen in Figure I-1: 

FIGURE I-1 

City ______________________________ -21~ ____ ~+Po1ice 

Characteristics Characteristics: 

\ Police ---;;--- ~7n :i!~k~t, 
" Collective ;;----- / fringes, 

Bargaining Arbitration Use 3 nonwage terms, 
t clearances, etc. 

Arbitration Availability 

State r 
Characteristics 

What are the impacts of 2, 3, and 4 in the presence of 1? 

Multivariate analyses. We know from previous research that there 

are many factors, or variables, which affect police emp1o~nent comitions 

(e.g., city size, location, wealth, etc.), and we also know that many of 
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these variable':i have nothing directly to do with collective bargaining 

or interest arbitration. As a result, in our analyses we must control 

for as many of these other influences as possible in order to isolate 

whatever impacts may be attributable to collective bargaining, or to 

arbitration's availability, or to arbitration's use. In turn, this need 

for mUltivariate analyses means that we have relied heavily on multiple 

regression statistical techniques. However, no one needs to be a 

statistician to understand the results presented in this report. 

What we have not done. The summary in this chapter provides an 

accurate portrait of the subjects we have covered in our research; here 

we make exp1ictly clear what topics we did ~ include in our investiga

tions. 

(1) Arbitration's impact on the process of collective bargaining. 

Other researchers have performed many studies of arbitration's 

process impacts (for two reviews, see J. Anderson, 1981a; and 

Feuille, 1979); we have not: attempted to replicate any of those 

efforts here. 

(2) Arbitration's impact on strikes. We know from previous research 

that the presence of arbitration substantially reduces strikes 

(Ichniowski, 1982; Olson, et. al., 1981; Wheeler, 1975). ~herefore, 

we have not attempted to reinvent this particular wheel. 

(3) How arbitrators make decisions. We have not attempted to peer into 

the minds of arbitrators to determine why they made particular 

, awards. 'However, some of our arbitration use findings may shed some 

light on how arbitrators respond to various bargaining issues and 

environmental forces when making particular awards. 

12 

(4) How arbitration laws were passed. The legislative histories of 

arbitration statutes have been inadequately researched (for one 

exception, see Kochan, 1978), and we have not attempted to correct 

this situation. However, our findings do help explain why police 

unions seek such laws am why managements resist them. 

(5) Handling an arbitration case. Union advocates, management advocates, 

state arbitration administrators, and arbitrators interested in the 

nuts-and-bolts details of processing arbitration cases must look 

elsewhere for guidance. We have not attempted to collect such 

information because (a) most of it is highly state-specific and 

hence of limited value elsewhere and (b) the existing collective 

wisdom of arbitration practitioners far exceeds what we could say in 

this report. 

Data Collection 

We collected data on as many as 1,015 cities for varying years 

during the 1971-1981 period with particular emphasis on the 1975-80 

years. These data include city characteris'l:ics (such as population, 

density, per capita income, reported crimes, region, etc.), relevant 

bargaining and arbitration chatacteristics (police bargaining law, 

mandatory scope of bargaining, police arbitration law, etc.), police 

characteristics (police department expenditures, number of police 

employees, clearances, etc.), numerous police employment terms (minimum 

salaries, maximum salaries, fringe benefits, generic contractual provisions 

such as grievance proc~ures, police-specific contractual provisions 

such as weapons rules), and the police collective bargaining contracts 

--.-----
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and arbitration awards which are the source of many of these employment 

terms. 

OUr key method of collecting data was a mail survey we conducted 

during January-July 1982 of almost all U.S. cities over 25,000 population. 

We used this mail survey to ask a respondent in each city (1) to fill 

out and return a questionnaire (see Appendix I-I of the full report) 

which asked if the city bargains with a police union, how long a bargaining 

relationship has existed, if interest arbitration exists, how many 

contracts have been negotiated and arbitration awards issued, and if 

(and when) any police strikes have occurred; (2) to return police 

collective bargaining agreements covering the 1975-81 period; and (3) to 

return police interest arbitration awards covering the 1975-81 period. 

Most of these surveys were completed and returned (along with any 

contracts and awards) by city management personnel, and a few survey 

forms, contracts, and awards were returned by police union representatives. 

However, no management or union organization or individuals exercised 

any influence or control over the research effort, nor was any of our 

research performed on behalf of any advocate groups. We received 731 

usable responses to our mail survey requests (which consisted of the 

original mailing plus one follow-up request to nonrespondents). We also 

collected information about the bargaining status of 284 additional 

cities from other sources, including Mr. Casey Ichniowski at the National 

Bureau of Economic Research, various state public employment relations 

boards (PERBs), and selected state leagues of cities. In addition, in 

late 1982 we made field visits to the state PEREs in nine arbitration 

states (Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, New Jersey, 

r 
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Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts) to collect additional 

contracts and awards. 

We collected a total of 1,963 contracts and 348 awards via our mail 

survey and field visits. Table I-2 describes the results of our primary 

data collection in more detail. Because we exercised extra collection 

efforts in the nine selected arbitration states, our sample of contracts 

is not a random representation of all the police contracts negotiated in 

the U.S. Instead, we have collected a purposive sample of contracts 

(and awards) so that we may more fully measure the impacts of arbitration. 

Table I-3 describes the police bargaining and interest arbitration 

status of the cities in our sample. The figures in this table show that 

the number of cities in which the ,police bargain collectively more than 

doubled during the 1971-81 period, that the number of cities covered by 

an arbitration statute almost quadrupled during the same period, and 

that police bargaining and arbitration increasingly coexist. Table I-3 

clearly shows, then, that (1) collective bargaining is quite widespread 

in the police service, (2) interest arbitration is hardly a transitory 

phenomenon confined to the periphery of police union-management 

relations, and (3) police union impacts can be accurately researched 

only by examining the effects of both collective bargaining and interest 

arbitration. 

A disproportionate amount of the data we collected came from selected 

states. This data distribution means that the labor relations experiences 

in some states will be especially influential in the analyses presented 

in subsequent chapters. Accordingly, in Table I-4 we have provided a 

state-by-state breakdown of the salary, fringe benefit, and contract 
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TABLE I-2 

POLICE CONTRACTS AND AWARDS 

u.S. cities over 25,000 population witg own police forcea 
Number of cities in our sample in 1981 

Number of bargaining cities 
Number of nonbar.gaining cities 

Cities whose 1981 police bargaining status is unknown 

Number of contracts collectedc 
Number of contract-years includErlc 
Number of cities which supplied all 1975-81 contract data 
Number of cities which supplied at least one contract 

Number of cities in arbitration states in 1981 
Number of cities in nonarbitration states in 1981 

Number of arbitration awards collected 
Number of cities which supplied at least one award 

Sour.ce: Mail survey and field visits by the researchers. 

1,077 
1,015 

703 
312 

62 

1,963 
3,325. 

354 
534 

413 
664 

348 
205 

aTO be included, a city needed a population of 25,000 at least once during 
the 1970-80 period and needErl to have its own police force (i.e., cities 
which contract out for police services were excludErl). 

bThis is the total number of cities whose bargaining status we have identified. 
Because of missing data, the acf.:ual OI.l'nber of ci ties incltxlErl in p:lrticular 
analyses in subsequent chapters will be fewer than 1,015. 

cSome of these contracts apply to years before 1975 or after 1981, and some 
apply to superior officer bargaining units. As a result, the number of 
contracts analyzed in later chapters will be smaller than reported here. 

1 
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TABLE 1-3 

BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION STATUS OF CITIES 

Bargaining Number (Percent) 
Number of Number (Percent) of Number of Cities Covered By of Covered Cities 
Cities in Cities Which Bargain Cities in b Arbi tration Law That Used d 

Year Samplea With Police Arbitration States State Localc Arbi tration 

1971 944 332 (35.2%) 106 (82) 65 2 

1972 949 394 (41.5) \ 133 (108) 90 4 

1973 958 447 (46.7) 187 (162) 135 5 

1974 972 512 (52.7) 291 (243) 218 5 

1975 988 576 (58.3) 328 (290) 271 9 41 (14.6%) 

1976 994 620 (62.4) 347 (314) 293 9 59 (19.5) 

1977 1,002 654 (65.3) 412 (376) 363 9 64 (17.2) 

1978 1,002 667 (66.6) 412 (376) 367 11 90 (23.8) 

1979 1,008 682 (67.7) 412 (382) 376 15 69 (17.6) I-' 
0'1 

1980 1,013 690 (68.1) 413 (386) 380 16 76 (19.2) 

1981 1,015 703 (69.3) 413 (388) 382 17 79 (19.8) 

Source: Mail survey and field visits by the researchers. 

aTO be included in this column a city needed to have a population of 25,000 at least once during the 1970-80 period, 
needed to have its own police force, and needed to have its police bargaining status identified. 

bThe first figure describes the total number of cities in arbitration states, and the figures in parentheses describe 
the cities whose bargaining status we have identified. Our analyses in subsequent chapters are based on the numbers 
in parentheses •. For example, in 1981 there were 413 cities in arbitration states: 382 bargained with the police, 
six did not bargain, and the bargaining status of 25 cities was unknown. 

cThe cities in this column are located in nonarbitration states. 

dThese are the reported n~rs of police interest arbitration awards issued in each year, as identified through our 
mail survey and field visits. Because of missing data, the actual yearly totals will be larger. 
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score data we collected for 1980. This distribution indicates that the 

bargaining and arbitration experiences in about 15 states will be the 

key determinants of our analytical results. (See Appendix I-2 of the 

full report for a complete list of our data sources.) 

Data manipulation. In general, we processed our huge amount of 

information via the canputer. In particular, we had to transform our 

hundreds of police contracts am awards from written docunents into 

computer-usable formats. We did this during the July 1982 - May 1983 

period by scoring the contracts with our Kochan-type contract scoring 

index (Kochan and Wheeler, 1975; Kochan and Block, 1977; Kochan, et. 

al., 1979; see Appendix I-3 of the full report for the scoring index). 

In addition, we also developed an arbitration award scoring procedure 

(see Appendix I-4) which we used in conjunction with the contract 

scoring index. This procedure allowed us to precisely measure those 

contract provisions which were ruled upon by arbitrators and how these 

provisions were changed by the arbitral rulings. In turn, these scores 

allowed us to determine if the actual use of arbitration yields specific 

benefits to unions or employers. In addition, these contract and award 

scores allowed us to assess bargaining and arbitration's impacts on a 

wide variety of wage and nonwage employment terms. It is to a sumnary 

of these impacts that we now turn. 

SUMMARY 

Chapter II: Arbitration Awards 

In this chapter we describe and analyze key characteristics of the 
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arbitration awards we collected. 

Arbi trators. Of the 343 awards we obtained which apply to the 

patrol officers' bargaining unit, 60 percent were issued via a conventional 

arbitration procedure (which gives the arbitrator considerable discretion 

to fashion appropriate rulings), 15 percent were issued via a final 

offer by issue arbitration procedure (the arbitrator's discretion is 

limited to selecting a union or employer final offer on each separate 

issue), 11 percent were iSSUed via a final offer by package arbitration 

procedure (these arbitrators have the least discretion, for they make 

only one all-or-nothing selection decision of one side's package of 

final offers on all the disputed issues), and the remaining 14 percent 

of the awards were issued through a mixture of decision mechanisms (such 

as conventional arbitration on some issues am final offer by issue 

arbitration on others). Consequently, the arbitrators who issued most 

of these awards had considerable discretion to tailor their rulings to 

fit the circunstances of each case. 

These 343 awards were issued by 208 di.fferent arbitrators, and 143 

individuals issue:! only a single award. Only two persons issued more 

than ten awards (the most prolific arbitrator in our sample wrote 15 

awards). This dispersion suggests that nobody relies upon interest 

arbitration work as the mainstay of his or her dispute settlement 

practice. 

Number of issues. The number of issues decided in each of these 

awards range:! from one to 57, with a mediao of ten issues am a ~ of 

13 issues per award. The fact that more than one-fifth of the awards 

included more than 20 issues strongly suggests that same of the unions 
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and employers have used arbitration as much more than a dispute settlement 

proce:Jure of last resort. Instead, sane of the parties seem to be using 

a "let's take these issues to arbitration and see what happens" approach 

to the process. 

We also found that final offer arbitration with package selection, 

especially as it is practiced in Wisconsin, appears to encourage the 

parties to settle more issues during negotiations and hence bring fewer 

issues to the arbitral hearing room than do the other two kinds of 

arbitration. 

Types of issues. The vast majority of the issues placed before 

arbitrators are economic. Specifically, 78 percent of the issues 

decided in these awards involved salaries, pay supplements, or fringe 

benefits, and all of the ten most frequently arbitrated specific issues 

fell into these thxee categories (patrol officer maximum salary was the 

most arbitrated specific issue). Issues with direct law enforcement 

implications, such as the nlJllber of officers in a squad car or the type 

of ammunition used, were infrequently taken to arbitration. Similarly, 

issues which affected management's ability to deploy and assign officers, 

such as shift assignment and transfer provisions, rarely appeared in 

these awards. However, monetary provisions which put price tags on 

these practices, such as court appearance pay, special assignnent pay, 

and pay for out of title work, are regularly arbitrated. 

.Proposals and responses. On nonsalary issues taken to arbitration, 

unions propose most of the departures from the status quo, but on salary 

issues both sides propose changes. The arbitrators who issued these 

awards appeared reluctant to order wholesale revisions in the parties' 

22 

contracts. Only 14 percent of their rulings on nonsa1ary issues resulted 

in the inclusion of new issues in the contracts, and only 21 percent of 

these nonsa1ary rulings resulted in clear and significant contractual 

improvements for the unions. In short, police interest arbitrator~ seem 

to view their role in a conservative rather than innovative manner. 

Chapter III: Salaries 

In this chapter we demonstrate that collective bargaining, the 

availability of arbitration, and the use of arbitration have different 

impacts on police salaries. In addition, these impacts vary according 

to the research methods we used to assess them. 

Collective bargaining. After controlling for the influences of 

other. factors, in our aggregate analysi's we found that police minimum 

and maximum salaries are 4-10 percent higher in bargaining cities than 

in nonbargaining cities. However, when an arbitration variable is added 

to the measurement equation, the magnitUde of the bargaining effect 

declines. It remains positive (in the 3-8 percent range) and statistically 

significant, but this decline in magnitude means that arbitration 

supplied some of the bargaining effect. This comparison indicates that 

any union wage impac~ study performed upon, public sector occupations or 

jurisdictions covered by arbitration must also measure the influence of 

arbi t:ration separately from the influence of bargaining; failure to do 

so means that any impact: attributed to collective bargaining by itself 

might be overstated. 

The availability of arbitration. Some of our analyses show that the 

availability of arbitration has strongly positive effects on salaries, 

'~ 
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while other analyses show little or no effect. For example, our aggregate 

cross section analyses of 600-700 cities (i.e., when all the cities are 

grouped together and each year is examined in isolation from other 

years) show that the presence of a state arbitration law covering the 

police is associated with salaries which are 3-9 percent higher than 

they would be otherwise, ceteris paribus. Not only do these effects 

vary year by year, they become stronger during the 1980-81 years (i.e., 

minimum salaries are six percent higher in arbitration cities during 

those years, and maximum salaries are nine percent higher) • In 1981, 

maximum annual salaries in arbitration cities were $1,674 higher because 

of the availability of arbitration, ceteris paribus. 

However, our disaggregated cross section analyses tell a very 

different story. When we control for the length ~f time that arbitration 

statutes have been on the books, our results show some large year by 

year changes. Then, when we disaggregate our cities and group them on a 

state by state basis for several arbitration states, we see that three 

of the states which paid high salaries after arbitration's arrival 

(Minnesota, New York, New Jersey) also paid high salaries before arbitration 

came along. The only clear exception to this pattern occurred in 

Washington, where salaries became noticeably higher after arbitration 

compared to the "before" years. (Salaries in Michigan and pennsylvania 

were consistently higher than in most other states during the 1971-81 

years, but because these two states acquired arbitration laws in 1969 

and 1968, respectively, we were unable to do any before and after 

compar isons.) Salaries in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 

Wisconsin, and Iowa did ~ become consistently higher after arbitration 
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arrived in those states. As a result, these state by state before ana 

after analyses indicate that (1) arbitration's impact may vary substantially 

from state to state and that (2) arbitration is associated with high 

salaries in some states but did not cause these high salaries. 

Our time series analyses provide still different results. These 

analyses tracked salaries over the 1971-81 years, and each year's 

results were grouped with the results of the other years. The time 

series results produced by ordinary least squares (OLS) and by generalized 

least squares (GLS) multiple regression analysis showed that, on average 

during the 1971-81 period, salary levels were somewhat higher in arbitration 

cities than elsewhere. However, these time series arbitration coefficients 

were in the 1.4-4 percent range, and that is considerably smaller than 

the 3-9 percent arbitration coefficients produced in the aggregate 

cross section analyses. 

These disparate and sometimes inconsistent results may be annoying 

to those who prefer less rather than more ambiguity. However, all of 

these results appear to be accurate products of the different sample 

sizes and different calculation techniques used in these various analyses, 

and there is no precise formula for determining which of these results 

to accept and which to reject. When all of these findings are considered 

together, the weight of the evidence indicates that the availability of 

arbitration does have an independent and positive association with 

police salaries but that arbitration probably is not the cause of these 

higher salaries. In addition, arbitration's impacts also appear to vary 

on a state by state basis. 

The use of arbitration. In contrast to the variability of our 
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arbitration availability results, our arbitration use findings consistently 

indicate that the actual use of an arbitration procedure does not have 

any significant impact on salaries. This is true for minim\.l1l and 

maximum salaries, for different samples of cities, and for current use 

(i .e., the use of arbitration in the year being examined) and prior use 

(i.e., the use of arbitration in years prior to the year being examined). 

In other words, o~r results sho~ that when we control for the influence 

of bargaining, arbitration availability, and city characteristics, 

arbitrated salaries are not significantly different in any year from 

negotiated salaries. 

This finding is very plausible, for it says that there is no long 

term net advantage which accrues to police unions (or to cities) from 

actually using the arbitration process. If this were not the case 

(i.e., if arbitrated salaries were significantly higher than negotiated 

salaries), we would expect to find that every police union in every 

arbitration state in every year had gone to arbitration. Instead, we 

actually found that only about one-fifth of the unions in our sample 

actually used arbitration in any year. 

The combination of our arbitration availability and arbitration use 

results strongly support the hypothesis advanced by Farber and Katz 

(1979), namely, that the presence of an arbitration statute in a state 

may significantly alter the entire negotiating environment, but the 

actual use of arbitration will not lead to higher salaries than those 

negotiated in the same state. OUr arbitration avai~ability results 

suggest that an arbitration statute may exert upward pressure on all the 

police salaries in the state, but arbitrated salaries will show no 
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consistent advantage over negotiated salaries in that state. 

However, this conclusion does not mean that there is no connection 

between arbitration's availability, arbitration's use, and salaries. 

Obviously, for arbitration to have any impact on anything it must be 

used from time to time. In that sense, it is very similar to the strike 

threat and strike use systen. Most private sector unions in most 

negotiatidns do not go an strike; instead, they use the threat of a 

strike to obtain their goals. H9wever, some strikes must occur same of 

the time for the strike threat to have any credence. S' '1 Iml arly, in each 

police negotiating round in each ~rbitration state, some police unions 

need to use the arbitration procedure so that it will retain whatever 

impact it has on the negotiation envirorntent. 

Levelling effects. Our data show that there i~ much natural 

dispersion of police salaries: large cities pay more than small ones, 

wealthy cities pay more than poor ones, and so on. Labor relations 

observers have predicted that the arbitration process' emphasis on 

comparability would cause arbitration to became the "visible hand" 

whereby salaries would became less dispersed or more levelled over time. 

We examined our salary data to see if this levelling effect had 

occurred, and we gave particular attention to the larger arbitration 

states., We found that arbitration caused very little levelling to 

occur, at least on a statewide basis (i.e., the possibility remains that 

arbitration might have caused salaries in a specific cluster of cities 

within a state to have became more simila~). In particular, we found 

that minimum salaries renained about equally dispersed over time. 

Maximum salaries have became scmewhat less dispersed over time, but our 
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results suggest that arbitration may not have contributed much to this 

modest levelling: we found that among 11 arbitration states, maximum 

salaries became less dispersed in four states, remained equally dispersed 

in two states, and became ~ dispersed in five states. It appears, 

then, that there are same unmeasured state characteristics which have 

more impact than arbitration on the dispersion of police salaries within 

states. 

Implications. An examination of our arbitration states shows that 

most of them are located in what has come to be known as the Frost Belt. 

These are the states that are the net losers in the migration of people, 

jobs, and concomitant economic growth to the Sun Belt. In turn, this 

migration suggests a relative erosion of the tux base in Frost Belt 

states, which implies that cities in those states should be hard-pressed 

to maintain the same relative salary levels that they experienced in the 

early 1970s. Ho~rever, our disaggregated cross section results show 

little or no diminution of these state-specific &,lary levels by 1981, 

and our time series results show that salaries have increased faster in 

arbitration cities than in others. These results suggest that arbitrati0n's 

greatest benefit for police officers may be the protection it provides 

against management attempts to hold down the rate of increase in 

salaries. 

Having concluded that arbitration matters, we also emphasize that 

"market" factors appear to matter more. For example, a Southern location 

systematically and relentlessly exerts very strong downward pressure on 

salaries. Along this same geographical dimension, police in western 

states are paid very well simply by virtue of their location, and police 

I' , 
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in cities outside of metropolitan areas are paid noticeably less than 

police in metropolitan areas. Similarly, larger cities, cities with 

higher crime rates, and city manager cities pay more than snaller 

cities, low crime rate cities, and cities headed by mayors. Rather 

unsurprisingly, wealthier cities and cities which have high manufacturing 

wages pay more than poorer cities and those with low manufacturing 

wages. In other words, collective bargaining and interest arbitration 

appear to have independent and posi ti ve effects on police salaries, but 

there are a host of other factors which also influence these salaries, 

and many of these other factors may be even more important than pol ice 

labor relations arrangements. 

Research methods. Finally, the analyses in this chapter have shown 

that it is inappropriate to test arbitration's impacts by simply comparing 

arbitrated and negotiated outcomes in the same state. Consequently, we 

hope that this report, even if it does nothing else, will eliminate 

statements of the following type: "During the past year in this arbitration 

state, arbitrated wages increased an average of 6.7 percent while 

negotiated wages increased 6.8 percent; therefore, arbitration had no 

effect on wages during this past year." 

O1apter IV: Fringe Benefits and Total Compensation 

Using the same analytical model that we used to analyze salaries, we 

also analyzed the impacts of collective bargaining and interest arbitration 

on fringe benefits paid to sworn police officers and on total compensation 

paid to police department employees. Fringes are defined as city 

contributions to retirement and insurance plans, while total compensation 
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includes salaries, fringes, and any other monetary payments made to 

enployees. 

OUr results indicate that police collective bargaining has much 

larger and stronger associations with fringes than with salary or total 

compensation, which suggests that police unions may be systematically 

influencing cities to contribute larger amounts of money to fringes than 

these cities would contdbute otherwise. OUr results indicate that 

fringe benefit expenditures are one-fifth to one-third (20-33 percent) 

higher in bargaining cities than in nonbargaining cities, ceteris 

paribus. Because 80-90 percent of our fringe benefit measure is composed 

of retirement contributions (with the balance consisting of various 

insurance contributions) , our results strongly suggest that unionized 

police officers prefer that a larger share of their total compensation 

package be devoted to retirenent and insurance benefi ts than would occur 

in the absence of police unions. This finding is very cOllsisbant with 

the results of studies which have investigated the impacts of private 

sector unions (Freeman, 1981) and firefighter unions (Ichniowski, 1980) 

on the wage and fringe components of the total compensation package. In 

turn, our resul ts are qui te consi stent wi th t.he '-med ian voter II explanation 

of union behavior, namely, that police unions emphasize the compensation 

preferences of the more senior (or median) police officers more than 
'.'. 

would occur in a nonunion situation with its individual bargaining. 

Second, our analyses show that collective bargaining increases the 

total cost of employing a police officer. During the 1971-80 years, 

bargaining cities paid 8-12 percent more in total compensation per 

police department employee than nonbargaining cities paid, ceteris paribu~. 
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This difference disappeared in our 1981 data, which may indicate that 

(a) unionized cities no longer pay more due to unionism by itself, or 

(b) such a large proportion of all police departments have become 

unionized that spillover effects have made accurate union-nonunion 

ccmparisons rather difficult, or (c) that the small sample size of total 

compensation information for 1981 somehow affected the results. Considering 

that the bargaining coefficients in the 1981 rnaximun salary analyses in 

Chapter III also were not significant, iten (a) seems to be the most 

likely explanation. 

Third, our analyses of arbitration's availability contain results 

which will please both arbitration proponents and opponents. OUr 

aggregated data show that the availability of arbitration had a substantial 

positive impact on fringe benefits (i.e., 20-30 percent) during the 

1974-79 years but had little or no effect on fringes either before or 

after those years, and that the availability of arbitration had an 8-12 

percent positive impact on total compensation during the 1974-81 period. 

However, our disaggregated fringe-by-fringe and state-by-state analyses 

showed that arbitration seemed to be unequivocally associated with 

higher fringe benefits only in New York and Wisconsin cities and possibly 

in Michigan cities, and that arbitr.ation seemed to be unequivocally 

associated with larger total compensation packages only in New york 

cities and possibly in Michigan cities. In other words, our fringe-by

fringe and state-by-state results strongly suggest that in most states 

arbitration has had little effect on the general levels of fringe 

benefits and total compensation or on specific fringe benefits, and this 

conclusion is very similar to the conclusion suggested by the state-by-
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state analyses of salaries in Chapter III. 

Fourth, our analyses of the use of arbitration (defined as using the 

arbitration procedure to receive an award on any issue) indicate that 

neither the current use nor the prior use of arbitration has had systematic 

and consistent association with the level of total fringe benefits, 

specific fringes, or t:he level of total canpensation. These nonirnpacts 

are very similar to the nonimpact of the use of arbitration on salaries 

discovered in Chapter III. 

Fifth, our contract analyses showed that there was a much greater 

prevalence of fringe benefits and pay supplement provisions in police 

contracts in arbitration states compared to nonarbitration states, 

especially during the 1975-79 years. This result is consistent with the 

results of the aggr~;ated dollar analyses of fringe benefits and total 

compensation, and it also is consistent with the results of our complete 

contract index analyses presented in Chapter V. However, comparisons 

between our dollar analyses and contract analyses should be made 

carefully, for our contract index may not yield much useful information 

about the actual dollar cost of various retirement and insurance contract 

provisions. 

Sixth, our focus in this chapter on bargaining, arbitration availability, 

and arbitration use should not obscure the fact that, .as with salaries, 

police fringes and total compensation are influenced by a wide variety 

of ''market'' variables. OUr results show, for example, that fringe 

benefit and total compensation levels are significantly higher, during 

most years of the 1971-81 period, in larger cities, in wealthier cities, 

in cities with higher reported crime rates, in cities with a city 
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manager form of government, and in cities located in North Central 

states. In particular, our analyses showed that there are some strong 

regional effects on total canpensation and especially on fringe benefits: 

North Central cities tended to pay the highest fringes and total carn-

pensation, and Southern cities generally paid the lowest. Canbined with 

our salary results fran Chapter III, our findings suggest that small 

nonunion police departments in the South pay the lowest salaries, 

fringes, and total canpensation in the nation. 

Finally, we saw that police salaries and fringes are positively 

correlated all across the country. However, this correlation is much 

stronger among cities which do not have access to arbitration than it is 

among those who do. 

Chapter V: Contracts 

In this chapter we present the results of our police contract 

analyses. We developed a contract scoring index containing 130 provisions 

which might be found in police contracts. The options which each 

provision could take (such as open shop, maintenance of membership, 

agency shop, and union shop on the compulsory membership provision) were 

ranked on a favorableness to the union scale. We then scored our 

collected contracts with our contract index. Contracts which received 

higher scores were judged to be more favorable to the union than contracts 

which received lower scores. Not only did we calculate a score for the 

overall contract, we also calculated separate scores for each of several 

subindices included in our total index. These indices include fringe 

benefits, pay supplements (these two subindices were analyzed in Chapter 
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IV), working conditions p individual security, union security, equity, 

and intrusion into managerial prerogatives. As this list implies, these 

subindex scores indicate how favorable or unfavorable (to the union) are 

the particular types of provisions included in police contracts. 

In Chapters III and IV arbitration's impact upon salaries and fringe 

benefi ts depended, at least in part, on the research methods used to 

make the assessments. No such ambiguity exists in this chapter, however, 

for arbitration is associated with higher. contract scores no matter ~nat 

research methods are used. 

For instance, our descriptive statistics show that total contract 

scores in arbitration states regularly average more than 100 points 

higher than contract scores in other states. Our cross section analyses 

show that, after controlling for the influences of other factors, total 

contract scores are 18-40 percent higher in arbitration states than 

elsewhere among our larger sample, aoo our time series analysis shows 

that the scores are about 80 percent higher in arbitration states among 

our smaller sample of citi~s. Similarly, grievance procedures in police 

contracts are much more fully developed in arbitration states than 

elsewhere, and, in particular, grievance arbitration almost always 

exists in police contracts where interest arbitration exists but is much 

spottier elsewhere. Further, most of our subindex scores are larger in 

arbitration states than in other states, and our intrusion into mcmagerial 

~rerogatives subindex is much stronger in arbitration states than 

elsewhere. As a result, police unions in arbitration states are in a 

much stronger position to challenge or appeal managerial decisions than 

police unions in other states. 
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An especially interesting finding is that police unions in cities 

where arbitration is available do not need to trade off high salaries to 

get good contracts (or vice versa) as police unions in other cities 

sometimes appear to do. In other words, police unions in arbitration 

cities apparently are able to obtain both favorable contracts and 

adequate salaries to a much greater extent than police unions in other 

cities. 

OUr arbitration use analyses confirm the results obtained in the two 

preceding chapters: the actual use of arbitration in any particular 

year does not produce better (to the union) contracts than are produced 

via the negotilation process. In fact, some of our arbitration use 

results suggest that over time the actual users of arbitration tend to 

be those unions with less favorable contracts who apparently are using 

arbitration to catch up to the provisions obtained by their peers in 

other cities. 

After having emphasized how much more favorable to the unions these 

contracts are in arbitration states, it is important to note that the 

favorableness of police contracts is increasing at a faster rate in 

nonarbitration states than where arbitration is available. If the 1976-

81 trends we identified in our time series analysis continue into the 

future, our results imply that eventually police contracts in all states 

will be equally favorable to the unions. However, given the huge 

absolute advantage that presently favors contracts in arbitration 

states, "eventually" is many years away. 

In sum, police contracts in cities where arbitration is available 

ate much more favorable to the unions than where arbitration is absent. 
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Due to the limited size of our sample of contracts, we have been unable 

to do the kind of llbeforell and lIC3:fterll analyses we performe:l on salaries 

and fringe benefits. As a result, it is possible that the favorable 

contracts in arbitration states might have occurre:l in any case (i.e., 

even if arbi tration had never cane along). We believe this occurrence 

is unlikely, however, for the two most likely explanations for such a 

result -- the increasing age of the bargaining relationship and the 

increasing favorableness of bargaining legislation -- were much less 

useful in explaining why high contract scores existe:l than was the 

availability of arbitration. 

Finally, we have emphasize:l that the more fully developed contracts 

in arbitration cities have enable:l police unions in those cities to 

mount stronger challenges to police management than unions in other 

cities ostensibly can do. We also emphasize, though, that we have 

neither collected nor presented any data about the day-to-day interactions 

between pol ice unions and pol ice managers. Consequen tly, the analyses 

and results in this chapter cannot be used as evidence that police 

unions in arbitration states actually have challenge:l, obstructed, or 

interfere:l with police management's ability to manage any more than have 

police unions in other cities. However I we have assessed the impacts of 

unionization and arbitration on police employment (of both sworn officers 

and civilians), total police costs, crime rates, and clearance rates. 

We review these assessments next. 

Chapter V1: Productivity 

Given all the problems associate:l with measuring police productivity 

----~ --------~- --- -------
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and the (sometimes) conflicting results which we have obtained, we 

should emphasize that our conclusions in this chapter are very tentative. 

However, we did discover same consistent patterns which in turn suggest 

some tentative conclusions. 

We found that both bargaining and arbitration are typically associated 

with increase:l costs in operating a police department. This result is 

consistent with our earlier findings of their linpacts on salaries and 

fringe benefi ts. We also found that, after controlling for other 

influences, bargaining departments employ fewer sworn police officers 

and more civilian employees than nonunion departments, but that bargaining 

departments in arbitration states do exactly the opposite: they employ 

more officers and fewer civilians. Although these two effects partially 

offset each other in bargaining cities in arbitration states, the net 

effect shows that arbitration cities employ more police employees than 

nonarbitration cities, ceteris paribus. If we assume that the total 

amount of work to be performed in a department either stays the same or 

increases over time (i.e., does not decline), our results imply that 

police bargaining is associated with more productive officers and less 

productive civilian employees but that arbitration is associated with 

less productive officers and more productive civilians. 

In addition, we found that, after controlling for other influences, 

crime rates for rape, robbery, assault, burglary, and auto theft frequently 

are lower in bargaining cities than in nonbargaining cities, but that 

the presence of arbitration seems to negate this bargaining influence. 

Further, we found that bargaining and arbitration exerted no consistent 

influence on clearance rates (i.e., crimes cleared by arrests). Conse-
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quently, when we measure police productivity with crime rates we find 

that bargaining is associated with increased productivity (i.e., lower 

crime rates) but that arbitration is associated with decreased productivity 

(i.e., higher crime rates), and when we measure police productivity with 

clearance rates we find that neither bargaining nor arbitration has any 

consistent effect. 

These results suggest that management reacts to the increasing costs 

brought on by h~rgaining by s~stituting less expensive civilians (and 

possibly capital goods such as cars and other equipment) for more 

eX99nsive sworn officers. This substitution leads to increased productivity 

for sworn officers, either because there are fewer of them to perform 

the same amount of work or because they are assigned in a more effective 

manner (i.e.l to street jobs rather than desk jobs). However, for some 

reason managements in cities in arbitration states do not make these 

substitutions. We cannot be certain if arbitration prevents these 

substitutions or if arbitr.ation is an unwitting proxy for same unmeasured 

state or city characteristics. If arbitration in fact does have this 

direct impact, it may occur because arbitration enables police unions in 

arbitration states to resist trading off higher salaries and benefits 

for more efficient staffing practices as police unions in nonarbitration 

sta~es may have done. 

Similarly, we are unsure why our measurements of bargaining and 

arbitration's associations with crime rates differ from each other am 

why these associations vary so much from year to year. Bargaining 

by itself is assoc ia ted wi th substantially fewer rapes, robberies, 

assaults, burglaries, and auto thefts, but these decreased crime rates 
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are not observed when bargaining is combined with arbitration. On the 

one hand, bargaining may contribute to a more effective police response 

against crime (or at least against certain types of crimes) , while 

arbitration may cancel this effect. On the other hand, bargaining by 

itself somehow may be associated with lower crime rates for reasons 

beyom those examined in this research, while arbitration similarly may 

not have such an association. 

Finally, it is important to note tha t our research focus on "pro

ductivity" has been a very limited one. We have not examined actual 

work practices (deployment, patrolling, response times, arrest and 

arrest processing methods, report writing, breaks, and so on), and we 

have not examined any data representing the non-law enforcement work 

(traffic control, order maintenance, social services! etc.) which 

constitutes the heavy majority of the average police officer's work 

time. When this narrow focus is combined with the data interpretation 

warnings offered earlier, the conclusj,ons we have reached in this 

chapter are tentative indeed. 

Chapter VII: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendatior~ 

Constitutional form vs. practical application. The judicial survey 

presented earlier indicates that state supreme courts have rather 

decisively answered in the affirmative the threshold issue of whether or 

not state arbitration laws are compatible with the American form of 

government. Accordingly, we believe that normative assessments of 

arbitration should be made on the basis of how arbitration works in 

practice. In other words, conclusions about the costs and benefits of 
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arbitration are more usefully based on how the procedure affects public 

employees, public managers, and the public than on how the form of 

arbitration fits with legal abstractions. 

Costs and ben.=fits. Using earlier research and the results of this 

research, we can identify three sets of tangible (i.e, measurable) 

benefi ts which arbi tration has had and two sets of costs it has imposed 5 

Examining benefits· first, the available evidence indicates that 

arbi tration has reduced the number of police strikes which otherwise 

would occur. Second, it has increased the practice of collective 

bargaining by giving police officers a very strong incentive to bargain 

(i.e., only police who bargain collectively are eligible to use the 

arbitration process). Our data show that among the cities whose bargaining 

status we have identified, almost all the police in arbitration states 

are unionized but only about half of the cities in other states have 

police unions. Third, our results show that arbitration has done a good 

job of guarding the employment interests of police officers. Police 

salaries, fringe benefits, and contract provisions are positively 

associated with the presence of an arbitration statute (although arbitration 

may not have caused these favorable outcomes). These positive associations 

indicate that police officers have a stronger voice in police department 

affairs where arbitration exists than where it does not. 

In contrast, arbitration imposes two sets of tangible costs. As 

shown in previous research, the first cost is its tendency in some 

jurisdictions to weaken the incentives to negotiate (though, in general, 

collective bargaining remains a very viable process in the presence of 

arbitration). The second -- which is the focus of our study -- is its 
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apparent impact on the costs of delivering police services. Arbi tration 

is positively associated with higher salaries, higher fringe benefits, 

increased police employment, and increased police department total 

expenses. As a result, arbitration is clearly associated with increases 

in the monetary costs of delivering a given bundle of police services to 

the comnuni ty. It is the policyrnakers' task to decide if arbitration's 

benefits outweigh its costs. 

In addition, police contracts in arbitration states contain much 

more favorable language (to the unions) than do contracts in other 

states. We collected no police operations data, though, so we cannot 

translate these contract provisions into a precise impact upon management's 

ability to manage the police department on a day-to-day basis. However, 

we did find that bargaining in nonarbitration states is associated with 

lower reported rates of rape, robbery, assault, burglary, and auto 

theft, but that this impact is not evident in arbitration states. 

Do these significant associations indicate that bargaining somehow 

causes police managers to deliver police services in a more effective 

manner but that arbitration somehow inhibits this managerial response to 

bargaining? Alternatively, do bargaining and arbitration somehow serve 

as lmwitting proxies for some unmeasured city characteristics which 

actually influence crimes? We speculate in this chapter about how 

bargaining and arbitration could have opposing impacts on the reported 

crime rates via their opposing impacts on the effectiveness of police 

service delivery, and these speculations are based upon the changes in 

the sworn officer/civilian employment mix identified in Chapter VI and 

the favorable contract language identified in Chapter V. However, we 
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have been unable to dir~tly examine the actual mechanisms or processes 

connecting bargaining, arbitration, police management decisions, police 

work practices, and the reporting of crlines. Accordingly, at this point 

it is much safer to conclude that bargaining and arbitration are somehow 

associated with lmmeasured city characteristics which exert the actual 

influences upon crime rates. 

Recommendations for future research. Methodologically, we believe 

that our research has demonstrated (a) the value of performing longitudinal 

analyses of union linpacts and (b) the value of r,erforming aggregated and 

disaggregated analyses across and within different jurisdictions. As a 

result, we hope that future researchers will also be able to analyze 

other public sector union linpacts in a slinilar manner. 

Substantively, our research indicates the need to examine arbitration's 

impacts within particular states on a more canplete and intensive basis 

than we have been able to do. These kinds of analyses are necessary to 

conclusively determine if arbitration is a monolithic process which has 

the same or similar impacts everywhere or is a variable procsss which 

has different linpacts in different jurisdictions. 

Our research also offers a very intriguing set of topics for future 

investigation: the actual connections among bargaining, arbitration, 

contract language, the sworn officer/civilian employment mix, the 

deployment and assignment of police employees, the street-level delivery 

of police services, crime rates, and clearance rates. Our results 

suggest that some connections may exist among these things, but our data .. 
are insufficient to precisely specify why these connections exist. We 

hope that future research will be more illuminating. 
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